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What shows are selling? And who’s buying them? The 3Vision Show Tracker provides a unified view of where 
scripted TV series are being distributed in key markets, who is selling and buying, and what the main 
characteristics of each deal are

Show Tracker

Online Tool

We track all US scripted shows from the 2016/17 season 
onwards monitoring 22 parameters in 12 markets  

Data includes all 1st and 2nd window sales of over 300 TV 
series available on over 300 services 

From 2018 high-profile non-US scripted shows are being 
tracked as part of Show Tracker. By the end of 2019 we 
expect to be tracking 80 non-US shows

What do we track? Latest trends
Extract real world examples of how broadcasters 
and distributors are innovating in the following 
areas and more: 

• Enhanced catch-up 

• Stacking and Boxsets 

• Multi-service deals 

• Global SVOD deals 

• US and Non-US Co-productions 

• Transactional EST and Rental 

• SVOD Original Branding

The Show Tracker Online tool is an easy and intuitive 
interface to lets you get the insight you need from our 
data - Available on Desktop, Tablet and Mobile 

8 specialised dashboards let you answer any question 
you may have about: 

• Services • Distributors • Shows • Utilisation • Markets • Genres • Second Windows • Year on Year trends 

Show Tracker
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Features

Smart Graphs allow you to use the graphs on the dashboards as filters to find out what specific sales are 
producing industry trends 

Clicking a segment of the Smart Graph produces and distills a list of shows in a table based on the selection 
and affect other Smart Graphs 

Any graph or table that can be used in this way is marked by the this icon next to its header: 

Smart Graphs

Main Menu

Clicking a Smart Graph Bar Header such as the territory name 
will show the whole territory’s data 

Multiple filters in Smart Graphs can be activated at once by 
clicking on multiple sections of the graph or table while holding 
the Ctrl (Windows) or ⌘ (Mac) key

All the tools at your disposal to cut 
through our data

Selections Exporting
Show list tables can be exported to Excel 
using the Export Buttons 

Smart Graph data can be exported with 
the Tableau download button:

Every dashboard has the same menu on the left - the Main Menu - made up of the same elements on every 
dashboard, this includes: 

Dashboard buttons used to navigate to the dashboards in Show Tracker 

The Glossary which lists definitions for the terms that Show Tracker uses 

The following Filters when relevant: • Annual Season • Season • Window 

The Advanced Filter Menu allows user to activate filters that affect data across all the dashboards 

Show Tracker
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Dashboards 
Home

The Home Dashboard is where you land when 
you log in to the Show Tracker Online Tool

See the latest and upcoming premieres across 
all tracked regions 
Find all the premieres for the current month, any 
season, any window 
Track down where the latest premieres have 
sold elsewhere 

What is it?

How do I use it?
Move your mouse over any entry in the latest or 
upcoming premieres to provide a Tooltip with 
more information about that deal, including its 
distributor and its premiere in relation to: 

• US Premiere 

• US Finale 

• First Window 

Clicking on any show in the latest premiere, 
upcoming premieres or month premiere charts 
will produce a table in the bottom right. 

This table will show where that show has sold 
across all markets, any season, any window

What does it do?

The Home Dashboard can help you find the 
answers to these questions about a TV show: 

• What is airing this month? 

• What was the gap between windows? 

• What was the gap between the US and local 
premiere? 

• What was the gap between the US Finale 
and local premiere? 

• Where else has it sold? 

How can it help?

Your first stop to getting the data 
you need

Show Tracker
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Dashboards 
Find a Show

The Find a Show Dashboard displays data on a 
show-by-show basis

Search for a show in the database 
Discover where it has sold, to who, and to what 
kind of services 
Establish its genre, producers and distributor 
Follow the link to IMDB for more information 
Find out its transactional, temporary download 
and Digital Original status 

What is it?

How do I use it?
Click the Show Filter dropdown at the top and 
either select your desired show from the list or 
type it in the search box 

Click the service type sales Smart Graph to drill 
down the data to just the sales to those services 

Click on any specific sale to get more 
information including: 

• Transactional 

• Temporary Download 

• Digital Original 

The IMDB rating will appear for any show you 
select, and clicking the logo will take you to the 
IMDB page for your selected show.

What does it do?

The Find a Show Dashboard can help you find 
the answers to these questions: 

• Where has a show sold? 

• Does it have a global SVOD deal? 

• Did any SVOD buyers brand it as an original? 

• How many second windows does it have? 

• When did it premiere? 

• What catch up rights are being granted? 

• Is it available in EST during its license period? 

How can it help?

Everything you need to know about 
a show
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Dashboards 
Distributors

The Distributors Dashboard gives a detailed 
view at how distributors are selling their shows

See what shows distributors are selling in each 
market 
See what types of services specific distributors 
are selling to 
Find out what rights distributors are granting 
Compare and contrast data with multiple 
distributors 

What is it?

How do I use it?
The page defaults to a list some of the most 
active distributors that we track 

Add or remove distributors from the list using 
the dropdown at the top 

Use the market filter to change the view from a 
global one to your market/region 

Click the Distributor Smart Graph to drill down 
the data and see what those sales were and 
create a second Smart Graph detailing catch-
up or SVOD rights based off your selection 

Click the Utilisation Smart Graph to drill down 
the data and see what those sales were

What does it do?

The Distributors Dashboard can help you find 
the answers to these questions: 

• How does the competition compare to our 
distribution strategy? 

• Which distributor should I approach for 
content for my service? 

• What types of services are they selling to? 

• Who gives out the most rights? 

• When have they gone against their usual 
strategies?

How can it help?

Competitive insight on the sellers 
market
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Dashboards 
Services

The Services Dashboard helps discern what 
services are buying shows

See what types of services are buying shows 
Find out what the big services in each market 
are 
Retrieve a list of services for each market 
See what deals are being picked up by each 
type of service 

What is it?

How do I use it?
A Smart Graph shows the proportion of sales to 
each type of service in each market 

Clicking on a segment will produce two Smart 
Graphs capturing the services in the region 

One is a simple list of services and the other a 
Pie Chart capturing the proportion of sales 
between them. Clicking on either of these will 
distill the data table down to shows from the 
selected service. 

The Map View shows a heat map tracking the 
prevalence of VOD or Broadcast buys in each 
market

What does it do?

The Services Dashboard can help you find the 
answers to these questions: 

• How prolific is SVOD in each market? 

• Does Free TV have a competitive presence 
in each market? 

• Who are the biggest buyers? 

• What types of services are most likely to buy 
second windows? 

• What shows are multi-market services 
picking up?

How can it help?

The ever changing service 
landscape laid bare
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Dashboards 
Markets

The Markets Dashboard gives a snapshot of the 
trends in each of the markets in Show Tracker

See what types of services are buying shows 
Get a list of services for that market 
Track distribution levels in the market 
Track how services exploit their content in catch-
up and SVOD 

What is it?

How do I use it?
Select your market with the Market dropdown in 
the top right 

This will update the Distribution graph, the 
Service List Smart Graph, the Utilisation Smart 
Graph and the data table to reflect the data 
from your market of choice 

The Service Type Filter lets you change the data 
found in the Service List Smart Graph Utilisation 
Smart Graph and data table between all 
broadcast services, Free TV, Pay TV and VOD as 
required 

Click on any service in the Service List Smart 
Graph to see all the sales made to that service 

This will also change the Utilisation Smart 
Graph so you can instantly see what rights that 
service uses

What does it do?

The Markets Dashboard can help you find the 
answers to these questions: 

• What shows have sold in my market? 

• How many of the tracked shows are being 
picked up? 

• What types of services are buying shows? 

• Who are the biggest buyers? 

• Which services are going against the market 
trends? 

• What shows has a specific local service 
bought?

How can it help?

Deep dive into what is happening in 
your market
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Dashboards 
Utilisation

The Utilisation Dashboard lets you see what 
rights are granted for TV catch-up and VOD

Get the trends of TV catchup rights in each 
market 
Find out the trends of VOD usage in each 
market 
See how each service in a market utilises their 
content

What is it?

How do I use it?
The Utilisation Smart Graph shows the 
proportion of catchup rights services are getting 
in each market 

By default this is set to show all Broadcast 
services (Pay TV & Free TV) but this can be 
changed through the dropdown Filter at the 
top to reflect solely Pay TV or Free TV services or 
VOD 

Clicking on any segment of the Utilisation Smart 
Graph will bring up the Service Utilisation 
Smart Graph which lists the utilisation of every 
service in the market clicked 

You can then further distill the data table by 
clicking on a segment to get the specific deals 
behind the data

What does it do?

The Utilisation Dashboard can help you find the 
answers to these questions: 

• Is stacking common in my target market? 

• Who can I approach if I want to give less 
rights? 

• What rights are services getting in the 
second window? 

• What markets are innovating with Boxsets? 

• How many VODs are stacking in the first 
window? 

• What services are going against trend?

How can it help?

Catch-up. VOD rights. The lifespan 
of On Demand
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Dashboards 
2nd Windows

The 2nd Windows Dashboard lets you examine 
all second window occurrences we track

See all the second window deals 
Split up the data by the types of services picking 
up shows in the first or second window 
Find out the rights that second windows get 
Examine how first window rights affects second 
window rights 
Find out which windows have the shortest gaps

What is it?

How do I use it?
The Market Filter dropdown lets you drill the 
data down to specific markets 

Smart Graphs shows the proportion of sales to 
each type of service and produces a Utilisation 
Smart Graph showing proportion of catch-up/
VOD rights attached to deals 

Clicking on one Smart Graph changes the data 
on the others to show the proportion of service 
type and utilisation relative to your selection 

The Days Filter lets you adjust the data by the 
gap between windows

What does it do?

The 2nd Windows Dashboard can help you find 
the answers to these questions: 

• Who is willing to buy shows after SVOD? 

• What rights can I get in the second window? 

• How does enhanced catch-up in the first 
window affect catch-up in the second 
window? 

• How soon are shows hitting the market after 
the first window? 

• What shows are getting the most second 
windows?

How can it help?

Get the value of a show’s second 
life
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Dashboards 
Genres

The Genres Dashboard gives a snapshot of data 
tied to each Genre presented in Show Tracker

Track distribution levels of genres in each market 
See what types of services are buying particular 
genres 
Retrieve a list of all the shows in Show Tracker of 
a particular genre

What is it?

How do I use it?
Genres in Show Tracker have a Master Genre of 
either Drama or Comedy. Two additional genres 
are attached from a selection of 15. 

The Genre Filter dropdown at the top lets you 
change the data based on the genre of your 
choice 

Smart Graphs shows the distribution levels and 
proportion of sales of the selected Genre to 
each type of service in each market 

The Map View shows a heat map tracking the 
distribution levels of the selected genre in each 
market 

What does it do?

The Genres Dashboard can help you find the 
answers to these questions: 

• How popular is a particular genre in my 
market? 

• How much demand is there for US comedy 
in non-english markets? 

• What genres are VOD services interested in? 

• Which channels are best fits for a particular 
type of genre? 

• Which channels have already got an excess 
of a genre?

How can it help?

The value of Drama, Comedy and 
everything in between
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Dashboards 
Year on Year

The Year on Year Dashboard lets you compare 
data from season to season to track changes in 
trends

Examine the change of buying trends 
Follow the evolution of enhanced catch-up in 
Pay and Free TV 
See how the relationship between stacking and 
boxsets have changed in SVOD 
Split by market to get the local timeline

What is it?

How do I use it?
The Smart Graph shows tracks the trends 
across each of the TV seasons we track. 

Use the Filter dropdown at the top to change 
the Smart Graph between: 

• Service Type Sales 

• TV Catch-up Rights 

• VOD Rights 

Additional Filters let you drill the data down 
further by Market or individual Service when the 
Smart Graph is set to a Utilisation option

What does it do?

The Year on Year Dashboard can help you find 
the answers to these questions: 

• How is the use of enhanced catch-up 
changing in my market? 

• How fast is SVOD growing? 

• What markets are innovating the fastest with 
boxsets? 

• Which specific services have changed their 
utilisation strategy? 

• Which specific services have remained 
consistent in their utilisation strategy?

How can it help?

The ever-changing landscape 
season by season
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